
Sanplast SA shower trays are reliable solutions for each bathroom. 
They have been made with attention to detail, in modern technology, 
as well as from durable, safe materials.

White in the bathroom equipment is a timeless color. It blends 
well with various colors that define the design of the room, and 
at the same time looks aesthetically and hygienically. However, 
choosing other colors such as shades of gray or black is a 
solution for everyone who wants their bathroom to look special.
The combination of the original design with one of the seven 
available colors of the shower tray allows you to achieve great 
results. Creating a bathroom with a unique atmosphere has 
never been easier.

The advantage of Space Mineral, Open Mineral,  Space Line 
and Prestige series shower trays is the possibility of using 
the Pro Safe System surface in them. This innovative, non-
slip surface is applied to the surface of the mineral cast. 
The transparent pattern created in this way with a delicate 
structure permanently increases the safety of using the 
shower tray.

The non-slip surface is flat and durable, so you do not 
have to worry about both its appearance and abrasion. 
This is very important for every user.

Structure Mineral and Open Structure Mineral 
shower trays have a structured surface with non-slip 
properties. All shower trays made of mineral cast 
are very pleasant to the touch, but also resistant 
to various types of stains and discoloration and 
abrasion.

More information on www.sanplast.pl

SHOWER COLORSSHOWER COLORS

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing
in each bathroom area

black matt

STRUCTURE MINERAL SERIES -  colors samples based on square shower tray

stone gray gray slate milk gray

SPACE MINERAL S SERIES -  colors samples based on square shower tray

stone gray gray slate milk gray

SPACE MINERAL SERIES -  colors samples based on square shower tray

stone gray gray slate milk gray

OPEN STRUCTURE MINERAL SERIES - colors samples based on quadrant shower tray

black matt stone gray gray slate milk gray

OPEN MINERAL SERIES -  colors samples based on rectangular shower tray

stone gray gray slate milk gray

SPACE LINE SERIES -  colors samples based on square shower tray

manhatan

Applies to shower trays made of mineral cast series: Structure Mineral, Space Mineral-S, 
Space Mineral, Open Structure Mineral, Open Mineral

 Applies to Space Line shower trays series made of acrylic
graphit matt silver

Colored shower tray? why not?



Following the bathroom trends, we offer our shower trays 
in several colors that ensures the attractive appearance 
of the shower tray while giving the individual character 
to our bathroom. Colorful Sanplast brand products 
are produced in modern technology and are perfectly 
protected against abrasion and wear. Thanks to this, 
you do not have to worry about their durability, as well 
as damage during cleaning and maintenance. All this 
makes Sanplast products made in color look great for 
many years.

More information on www.sanplast.pl

Are you planning a showering area, or maybe bathing place? 
Do you need a comfortable washing place? Bathtubs, shower 
enclosures, shower trays, washbasins, hydromassage systems    
SANPLAST brands perfectly match any bathroom area. And this 
is possible regardless of whether you are a fun of long bathing 
or pure showering pleasure. Beautiful, classical and excellent 
with the quality Sanplast brand products are the perfect choice 
for each bathrooms.

Sanplast - We create Pure Pleasure of bathing 
in each bathroom area

Color visualization for 
series Structure Mineral

Color visualization for 
series Space Mineral

Color visualization for 
series Space Line
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